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Abstract

Thanks to revolutions in hardware architecture, computers can analyze large sets of data at high speeds, but do so at a high-energy cost. This key issue plagues a world making its first steps into the age of big data. This project aims to address this problem by creating a scheduling algorithm that minimizes the execution time of a program given a specific power budget. Different size programs were run on three models of parallelization to test which model is most efficient for which size of data. Through research, it was determined that a hybrid approach combining all three is the most effective for parallel computing, as it can handle and adapt to too many scenarios. A scheduling algorithm was created to effectively delegate tasks to the resource that will achieve a minimum execution time given a power budget. Knowing that power consumption is a contradictory goal of performance of the system, and hence rightfully NP-hard, the situation was reduced to a system of linear inequalities. This led to the conclusion that effective green computing is possible via efficiently computable scheduling algorithms.

1. Introduction

By 2017, more than half of the global population will be connected to the Internet. Given this increase in connectivity amongst people, corporations and governments alike will have to be able to efficiently and securely handle massive amounts of data. Faster computation speeds will create problems regarding the scarcity of physical resources such as power, and the scarcity of virtual resources such as memory.

Currently, many computers are capable of computing large amounts of complex codes at high speeds, but they do this at a high-energy cost. For every two watts of power taken in, one watt is wasted. This two to one ratio, or the power usage equivalent, is very inefficient and, ideally, should be reduced to a 1.2 to 1 ratio. The current top system in the world, Tianhe-2 (MilkyWay-2), follows the pattern of a two to one power usage equivalent.

As a result of these inefficient energy practices, the architecture of supercomputers must continue to move...
towards multiple-core processors. Many current systems, including the CAPER system created at Rutgers University, rely on multi-core processors in order to divide tasks among various processors. At the forefront of these processors is the Intel Xeon-Phi processor, which is three times faster than the highest rated commercial processor\(^4\).

Evidently, the current state of computing is poor in regards to power efficiency. To help the problem, algorithms that can help allocate codes to different resources in order to alleviate current problems. Such an algorithm must improve upon time and energy efficiency\(^7\).

2. Background

2.1 Speed Up

The speed up value allows for a comparison between different computational models by creating a ratio between the execution time of single processor computing to parallel computing. The larger the number, the more efficiency parallel computing is in the given situation. It determines the time complexity of a parallel computation and is calculated by:

\[
S(p) = \frac{\text{Execution time using one processor (best sequential algorithm)}}{\text{Execution time using a multiprocessor with } p \text{ processors}} = \frac{t_s}{t_p}
\]

Speed up demonstrates the potential benefits of using multiple threads or cores, while also displaying the marginal increase of efficiency of additional processors and threads\(^2\). Power efficient machines will have an increase in speed up as more threads or cores are utilized. Once speeds up stops increasing as more resources are used, the efficiency of the machine decreases.

2.2 Parallelization

Parallelization is the process by which tasks are divided amongst different processors and cores in order to maximize efficiency. As seen in FIGURE, the parallelization allow for the master thread to process many different threads at the same time. The green regions represent these threads that run at the same time. It breaks a problem down into discrete parts, or parallel regions. Parallel regions can be computed simultaneously on different threads. Parallelization is particularly meaningful when discussing efficiency because different methods of parallelization can result in computations that are either faster and more power intensive, or in computations that are slower and less power intensive\(^8\).

2.3 CAPER08

CAPER is the many-core system that Rutgers University created for research purposes. It consists of eight cores with 16 threads each and within each core, there are eight many-integrated cores (MICs) with 244 threads each\(^10\).
2.4 Multi-Core Computing

A multi-core processor is a single machine that contains two or more CPUs (cores). The multiple cores read and execute code and allow for improved performance, reduced power consumption, and parallelized processing.

2.5 MIC

A MIC is an example of multi-core computing. Each MIC contains one Intel Xeon Phi processor and 244 threads. Programs can be run natively on a MIC.

Offloading is another means of utilizing MICs to run code in a parallel configuration. When offloading, the core transfers computations to different MICs or threads simultaneously. This allows for several parts to be computed at once and combined later as opposed to just one part being computed at a time.

2.6 Benchmarks

A benchmark is a means of analyzing and testing the performance of computing models.

2.6.1 Rodinia

Rodinia is a package of applications and kernels designed at the University of Virginia that target CPU's, GPU's, and other multi-core computing systems in order to test and analyze their performance. Rodinia records the amount of power, memory, and time the computer took to complete the program. Rodinia computes large amounts of data in order to test the limits of computers and computational models. For this specific experiment, the LavaMD^2 benchmark was utilized, which measures the movements of a group of celestial bodies in a 3-D space, and then allocates various cluster nodes and particles into the space.

2.6.2 Matrix Multiplication

Matrix multiplication (Matmul) is a benchmark used to help determine the power and time consumption of specific computations. It can be changed to involve small or large sets of information.

2.7 The Power Capping Problem

The power capping problem deals with the creation of a scheduling algorithm that can minimize execution time while operating under a power budget (or power cap). A scheduling algorithm is an algorithm that delegates resources based on instructions from the operating system. The decision-problem (language) form of the power capping problem belongs to a complexity class known as NP (Non-deterministic Polynomial Time). A language in the NP complexity class has solutions that can be verified in polynomial time (and thus can be efficiently computed), but not necessarily found in polynomial time (or else the language would belong to the P complexity class). Additionally, the power capping problem is NP-complete, meaning any problem in NP can be reduced to the power capping problem in polynomial time.

2.8 The Scheduling Algorithm

A scheduling algorithm accomplishes the goal of minimizing execution time of
programs run on the CAPER cores. This algorithm is concerned only with execution and completion time.

2.9 The Power Capping Problem

The power capping problem is the problem of creating a power capping algorithm. A power capping algorithm attempts to minimize execution time while working under a specific power budget or power restraint. Power consumption and execution time are inversely related, leading to multi-objective optimization scenarios.

3. Experimental Design

In order to improve the efficiency of modern servers, the effectiveness of three different models of computation, offloading, native core threading, and native distribution on Xeon-Phi, was studied. After generating baseline power consumption, various benchmarks were run to actively monitor time and memory efficiency, as well as power consumption.

The Rodinia Benchmarks, and Matmul were designed to perform computations of large amounts of data. With Matmul and Rodinia Benchmarks, OpenMP was utilized, a framework that provides parallelization capabilities, in order to distribute the workload onto various cores, threads, and MICs. Arrays of size 1000, 2000, 4000, and 6000 while testing Matmul were used. The different sizes helped determine efficiencies based on the amount of data and computation. While these programs ran, the power consumption and time spent were measured and reported through Python and shell scripts. Given this data, a was computation. After collecting and comparing the data, two scheduling algorithms were created to handle resource allocation.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Matmul Results

While running the Matmul benchmarks, the time spent for the various computations processes - MIC, offloading, and Native Core Threading - were measured. When running Matmul natively on the MICs, there was a polynomial relationship between speed up and the number of threads. For each scenario, the maximum speed up was reached when 128 threads were used, and the speed up values began to decrease afterwards. Similarly, when recording power, the amount of power used reached an asymptote at 17,000 watts after 128 threads were used. For Matmul of size 6000, the maximum speed up was 25.43. These results were comparable to those of the native core threading model. The linear relationship between speed up and the number of threads occurred until the 14th thread, at which point the amount speed up began to decrease. The maximum speed up achieved was nearly 12. However, unlike MICs, the power consumption of native core threading consistently increased as the number of threads increased. Lastly, with offloading, the speed up values were maximized with one thread, and fluctuated after that. The power values of offloading mimic the power values of MICs because offloading utilizes MICs. The results of these tests can be seen through the following diagrams.
4.2 Minimum Execution Time Algorithm

The minimum execution time algorithm allocates resources to achieve the minimum execution time by utilizing the primary allocation protocol that relies on the execution time of a given task on the various resources that are available. See appendix.

4.3 Power Capping Algorithm

The Simplex-Based Algorithm is as follows:

Power_Cap_Algorithm.cpp
To be implemented in C++ with OpenMP API
Specifications:

- Define final double value that sets power cap.
- Calculates power consumption versus threading choices based on experimental power data.
- Reduces power consumption versus execution time relationships to system of linear equations.
- Passes system of linear equations as parameter into Simplex Algorithm method, as well as goal of minimizing execution time variable.

Using simplex method, finds the minimum allowable execution time based on constraints. Calls modified Minimum_Execution_Time algorithm to generate a critical path that can be used to attain a suboptimal, yet reasonably efficient solution to the power capping problem.

4.4 Discussion

The results of the experiments demonstrate the limits of utilizing MIC threading offloading, and native core threading. With MICs, after 128 threads, the speed up values began to decrease, showing that adding infinitely many cores will not result in an increase of productivity. From 128 threads to 256 threads, the speed up values decreased from 25 to 20. Similarly, while running on a native thread, there was a linear trend until the fourteenth thread, at which point the speed up values decreased from 12 to 10. This shows that there is a limit to efficiency. Then, with offloading, there was evidence that using 1 thread was the fastest in terms of speed up, and every subsequent number of threads resulted in a decreasing and varied speed-up value. This illustrates how offloading can be effective for small calculations, in terms of time and power efficiency. In addition to this information about the speed information of various computational models, information about the power consumption of the models was also gathered. For MICs, the amount of power usage in watts increased from 14,000 watts to 17,500 watts as the number of threads increased in an exponential fashion, thus illustrating how power must be taken into consideration when dealing with overall speed up levels. Similarly, while running on a native thread, there was a slight increase in power as the number of threads increased, but the change was not as profound as with the MICs.

4.4.1 Minimum Time Algorithm

Based on the data, it can be ascertained that for small work-loads, native core threading is the most effective, as there is less memory contention, overhead, and bus transferal when compared to MIC threading and offloading.
4.4.2 Power Capping Algorithm

As described earlier, there currently exists no algorithm to solve the Power Capping Problem, as it is an NP complete problem. As a result, the project focus changed to the Power Capping Problem. The power objectives can be reduced to a linear constraint because the power-variable is capped. Thus, the entire scenario can be expressed as a system of linear inequalities. The linearity eradicates the need for a computationally complex Nelder-Mead algorithm. Based on the data, it was determined that a Simplex Method is the most appropriate and effective algorithm for optimization in this situation. The CAPER scenario reduces to a simple system of linear inequalities, consisting of the power cap constraint, power consumption - performance relationships derived from the experimentation, and one dynamic variable. Under these circumstances, the Simplex Method, provides consistently faster runtimes.

5. Conclusion

The algorithms provide evidence to the concept that there is no superior method of parallel computation, whether it be native core threading, MIC threading, or offloading (as displayed by the trends in the Results section). As the algorithms show, power consumption has a significant effect on the execution time of an algorithm, but it does not stand in the way of efficient computing. In relation to the MICs, as the amount of power increased past the 14th thread, the overall speed up values decreased because of the increase in power consumption to 17,500 watts. A hybrid approach based on Minimum Completion Times can effectively use all three models of parallel computing to minimize execution time. Linear Algebra algorithms (such as the Simplex-Based one in the Results section) provide the most effective solution to computing under a power budget and can lead to vastly reduced energy consumption of server systems and reduced costs for IT firms. Efficient green computing is possible via polynomial-time scheduling algorithms, as demonstrated by the algorithms developed on the data collected. Further improvements upon this design can be made through more exhaustive testing of different computational models such as sectional-offloading. By doing so, more specialized approaches can be created for problems that require different types of resources, such as time and memory. In addition, further research is needed for the implementation of this algorithm in order to determine the computational efficiency of the algorithm itself in relation to the servers it is managing.
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Appendix
Minimize_Execution_Time.cpp
// To be implemented in C++ using OpenMP API
For each task{
    Primary Allocation Protocol: Find resource with MCT and assign step to determined thread stream.
    MCT (task i, resource j) = Exec Time(task i, resource j) + CT(resource j);
    CT(resource j) is defined as the calculated critical time of a particular thread resource.
The critical time of a particular thread is the execution time of the all the queued tasks.
    CT(resource j) is the summation of all tasks queued on resource j prior to assignment of task i.
    Execution Time of specific resource j given task i is largely situation specific. It can be assumed that all the MIC threads would retain the same execution time for a given task i at step T in an algorithm (thanks to the random assignment principle of the scheduling algorithm and a large thread number), as they are equally affected by overheads, memory contention, and scheduling lag. Tasks that are executed natively in the MICs have the fastest execution times for large tasks, but are plagued by memory contention and restrictions as well as parallelization overhead.
    ArrayList<resource> resList = new ArrayList<resource>();
    resList contains list of all threads available. The elements of resList are of the resource class, which contains useful data and methods, as well as the identity of the element, including its location either in the native core or in a specific MIC.
    tasksToBeAllocated() is a method that returns the steps of code that have yet to be accounted for by the algorithm.
    ArrayList<Double> MCTchart = new ArrayList<Double>();
    for (all tasks that need to be allocated){
        for (int i = 0; i++; i < resList.size()){ MCTchart.add( MCT(task i, resList.get(i)));
            //Generates the MCT value of all available threads
        }
        int index = MCTchart.getIndexOfMin();
        /*returns the index of the resource with the fastest execution time. In the event of multiple resources with the same MCT value, an index of 0 through 15 will be preferred. (as this represents a Native thread) If no native thread with MCT is available, by the use of a random integer function, one of the available resources with the MCT will be arbitrarily selected, ensuring by the principles of randomization that no MIC unit is giving delegation priority and selectively forced to bear a greater burden than other MIC units. This ensures an approximate equality of memory contention and overheads for all MIC threads in a CAPER core. */
        resource desThread = resList.get(index);
        //returns the desire resource
        allocateTaskToThread(desThread); }
    }